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1. Introduction 

 
Within a liberal arts context, teaching Managerial Economics presents several challenges.  The 

science of effective managing and decision-making has grown increasingly quantitative.  

Students often enter the classroom with a diverse (and sometimes deficient) background in 

mathematics and statistics.  Whether in the undergraduate program or—perhaps even more 

noticeably—in graduate MBA programs for adult-learners, equipping students with skills 

necessary to effectively conduct cost-benefit analysis, forecast demand, estimate elasticities, or 

process other constrained optimization problems is daunting during a regular semester.  Without 

the desired prerequisites in quantitative coursework, what is daunting becomes almost impossible 

in an accelerated learning format.   A variety of competent texts replete with case studies and 

applied problem solving abound (see Truett & Truett [2004], Mansfield, et al [2005] ).  Still, 

students complain about the lack of “real-world” applications and find texts difficult and “not 

helpful” in their learning. 

 

One solution emerging across campuses and behind boardroom doors is the introduction of 

Geographic Information Systems (GIS) technology into the managerial economics experience.  

This paper summarizes the preliminary results from two graduate MBA courses in Managerial 

Economics taught with a spatial component for the first time.  Anecdotal evidence and casual 

observation suggest there are increasing returns-to-scale when incorporating GIS into the 

resource mix for managerial economics education.  Specifically, the introduction of Business 
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Analyst Online (BAO), an ESRI GIS program*1, appeared to significantly enhance the overall 

understanding of three key economic concepts:  market disequilibrium, tastes and preferences (as 

shift parameters in the demand function), and competition.  The remainder of this paper will 

briefly review the returns-to-scale concept, describe the managerial economics course 

methodology with respect to BAO and spatial analysis, summarize the anecdotal evidence from 

assessment measures, and conclude with directions for future research.    

 

2. Returns to Scale Concept 

Production has long been studied by economists.  Generally, a production function captures the 

maximum output possible given a set of inputs.  This can be thought of in terms of the following 

relation: 

   Q = f (i) 

Where Q represents output and i represents inputs.  If the production technology utilized two 

specific inputs then the equation becomes: 

 

   Q  = f(i1, i2) 

  Returns to scale describes the way output (Q) changes as the scale of production changes.  For 

example, suppose the output is fancy lattes.   Assume simply the inputs required to produce lattes 

are coffee beans, espresso machines, baristas, and retail space to sell them.  Now assume the 

initial production relationship was such that 100 pounds of beans, 1 espresso machine, 1 barista 

and 1000 square feet of retail space resulted in 100 lattes produced.  If the scale of operation is 

increased by some factor, say 2, so that 200 pounds of beans, 2 espresso machines, 2 baristas and 
                                                 
1 The author gratefully acknowledges ESRI for its cooperation in making BAO accessible to two cohorts of MBA 
students during the fall of 2008. 
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2000 square feet are employed in production, the resulting change in number of lattes produced 

indicates whether decreasing, constant, or increasing returns to scale are evident.  To complete 

the example above, if exactly 200 lattes are produced, constant returns are present.  If less than 

200 lattes are produced, decreasing returns are present, and if more than 200 lattes are produced, 

increasing returns are present. 

 

Increasing returns to scale can be summarized in the following relation: 

    f(ti1, ti2) > tf(i1, i2) for all t >1. 

So, if the scaled output (production) is greater than the original output multiplied by the factor, t, 

increasing returns exist.*  2 

 

With this notion, consider the production technology of education.  Output, Q, is the “learning” 

which is constantly being measured by outcomes assessments, student evaluations, and faculty 

visitations.    The inputs typically include, but are not limited to:  instructor labor, student labor, 

classroom space (even if it is “virtual”), textbooks, communication devices (dry erase 

whiteboards, powerpoints, Blackboard communities), curriculum, and administration.  A rich 

literature exists regarding “returns to scale” in education (though the language employed by 

educators differs significantly from economists!).  However, there appears to be a well-

documented gap in the literature involving economics education and spatial reasoning and 

analysis (Peterson, 2000).   This research aims to partially fill the void.  The next section 

identifies the methods used in these first two “GIS enhanced” managerial classes.  In effect, the 

                                                 
2 One often used example of increasing returns technology is oil delivery.  If the diameter of a pipe is doubled, twice 
as much material is used in constructing the scaled pipe; however, the cross section of the pipe goes up by a factor of 
four.   Therefore, more than double the amount of oil will flow through the scaled conduit. (Varian pp. 308-310). 
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method section describes how the production technology was scaled by the introduction of 

spatial analytics.   

 

3.  Method 

The two identified MBA sections were taught in an accelerated format within an adult-learning 

program. The primary assessment tool for the spatial component was a universal case study 

involving a “real world” location decision project.  This project was worth 25% of the final grade 

and was equally weighted with other deliverables for the course (problem sets, 

attendance/leadership, and quizzes).  Students were encouraged (but not required) to utilize GIS 

via BAO in the analysis for the case and were allowed to collaborate.  In addition to spatial 

analytics, students were directed to incorporate tools from finance (net present values for 

example), cost-benefit analysis, profit-loss analysis, demand and/or supply forecasts, and any 

other tool from their lecture notes and text they deemed appropriate.  Although students worked 

in teams on the project, each was responsible for his or her own project presentation and final 

analysis.      This GIS-enhanced course included one 30 minute orientation on the use of BAO, 

two subsequent 30 minute time periods for collaborative learning and question and answer 

sessions with the author regarding application of BAO reports to the assigned case study, and 

one 60 minute presentation by a GIS working professional not affiliated with the university.  

Estimates of the additional time students spent outside of class working with BAO varied 

considerably.  A conservative average from student interviews places the number of hours 

between 5 to 8 hours.*3  Since BAO was accessible from any laptop or PC, educational output 

                                                 
3 It should be noted that university guidelines for work outside of the class were not violated.  The extra time 
students spent working with BAO replaced time they would have spent using some other resource to complete the 
case study.  In other words, the introduction of BAO was “time-neutral” for the students. 
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was not restricted by computer lab, classroom, or other resource limits.  Table 1 illustrates the 

course outline and provides an overview of typical managerial topics. 

 

In effect, the introduction of the GIS component served as the scalar for the education production 

function.  Although it is beyond the scope of this research to quantify the production relationship 

precisely, it is reasonable to suggest all the inputs mentioned above (student labor, instructor 

labor, classroom space, communication devices, curriculum, and administration) were increased 

by some positive value through the introduction of BAO.  The next section presents anecdotal 

evidence of increasing returns to scale in the production technology.    

 
Week Topics 

0 Review Demand & Supply  
1 Introduction and Preliminary Assessment 

• Form teams 
• Distribute case & Problem Sets 
• Contract Group Assessment 

Strategies 
Revenue & the Firm:  
    Elasticity & Consumer behavior 

 
2 

    Demand Analysis & Estimation 
    Economic Forecasting 

• Team time/Feedback/Assessment 

3 

Production Technology 
Cost and the Firm 
• Team time/Feedback/Assessment 
• BAO orientation 

 
4 

    Profit Analysis 
    Factor Markets 

• Team time/Feedback/Assessment 
 
 
5 

Competitive Markets & Monopoly,  
Monopolistic Competition & Oligopoly 
Game Theory 

• Team time/Feedback/Assessment 
 

6 Spatial Analysis and Decision Making 
Guest Expert:  GIS in Government/Industry 

      Table 1 
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.4.  Results 

Due to the informal nature of this initial experience with BAO in the classroom, the results 

described here are anecdotal in nature.  However, they are promising and certainly merit 

discussion and extended study.  Prior to the GIS-enhanced courses, the grades (read: quality) of 

graduate-student case study papers (within the scope of the managerial economics course) were 

skewed a bit, but generally fairly normally distributed.  The author utilizes a School of Business 

faculty-designed rubric for assessment.  (Appendix A).  Even among working professionals in 

this MBA program, written communication shows up as a weak link for 25 to 30% of the student 

population.  Given this trend, the results from the GIS-enhanced case are remarkable.  With only 

10% of the student population as an exception, 90% of the cohorts submitted case study analyses 

earning marks on the grading rubric equivalent to B+/A- or above.   Collaboration could be 

partially responsible for the scores, however, collaboration has been allowed on all other 

previous case analyses by the author.   

 

The most notable characteristic in the papers was the quality and depth of understanding of key 

concepts (demand tastes and preferences, market disequilibrium, and competition) which had not 

previously been exhibited in past cohorts.  In particular, the use of BAO reports like “Retail 

Market Place Profile” allowed the students to digest forecasted surpluses or shortages in demand 

and/or supply through a generated “Leakage/Surplus” factor.  This data gave traction to the 

theoretical construct they had seen in class lecture and read about in the text.  Further, the report 

painted a more dimensional picture of the number of suppliers in the proposed market area and 

the number of potential customers.  It also gave profound insights into consumer tastes and 

preferences through ESRI’s Community Tapestry Segments which allowed students to link a 
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specific demand determinant to the overall demand for the product and service produced by the 

case company.  Finally, since the location project involved two “real” addresses within a 

reasonable distance from the university, the students quite literally got “outside the box” with 

their learning and could drive or walk to the locations in question and see the spatial data and 

information with their own eyes.  This brought traffic flow, income and age demographic data, 

and drive-times into their decision-making in powerful and robust ways.   

 

Despite the love affair most students had with BAO, the case studies were well-balanced and did 

not forsake straight-forward benefit/cost analysis or net present value tests.  In fact, most 

students allowed the spatial analytics to improve the quality of the other decision tools utilized in 

their presentations.  Finally, through candid and open student interviews at the conclusion of the 

course, more than half the students voiced the opinion that the case study and the use of GIS and 

BAO facilitated their learning in managerial economics more than any other pedagogy.   

 

5. Conclusion 

If learning and developing managerial economics concepts as effective decision making tools is 

the desired output of the education production function, then the introduction of GIS and spatial 

analytics to an existing set of educational inputs can be shown to have increasing returns to scale 

in this process.  Anecdotal evidence from two GIS-enhanced managerial economics courses 

strongly suggests the increase in student learning (from incorporating GIS into the curriculum) is 

greater than the increase in student labor required to achieve it.  Two specific directions for 

further research involve the design and execution of a more “controlled” experiment, and the 

development of an econometric model of the production function (of student learning) with GIS 
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as an input (explanatory variable).  Both of these directions require more data; the experimental 

track would involve strict outcomes assessment management and collaboration with educational 

experts to design comparison panel results and the econometric specification would require 

cross-sectional or time-series data on student performance, instructor performance, and other 

inputs discussed in the production function above.  Neither is impossible—both require time and 

access.  In addition, strategic partnerships between the academic and professional worlds should 

reduce the costs of GIS as an input in the learning production process.     In these times of 

shrinking budgets and economic hardship, investing in technologies with demonstrated 

increasing returns makes good economic and educational sense. 
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Appendix A 

Rubric for School of Business 

  
 
Name: _______________________________________________________________________________ 
                         
              Excellent‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐Weak 
PRODUCTION 
Meets purpose of assignment        6  5  4  3  2  1 
Analyze? Evaluate? Summarize? 
 
Ideas               6  5  4  3  2  1 
Depth, insight, significance of writer’s ideas; Relevant use of course concepts.         
         
Use of course concepts          6  5  4  3  2  1 
Demonstrates understanding of relevant course concepts; Ability to link concepts to larger analysis. 
 
Focus                6  5  4  3  2  1 
Appropriate topic focus given assignment; Issues dealt with in detail, specifically.  
 
Thesis               6  5  4  3  2  1 
Central point(s) of essay insightful? Clearly developed from analysis? Synthesized with rest of essay? 
 
 
MANAGEMENT 
Use of Scholarship          6  5  4  3  2  1 
Peer‐reviewed? Fully‐explained? Linked to analysis? To course concepts? 
 
Use of Evidence          6  5  4  3  2  1 
Appropriate? Relevantly explained? Linked to writer’s point? 
 
Organization            6  5  4  3  2  1 
Explicit logical connection between ideas; use of format requirements (executive summary, case study, etc.); 
paragraph unity and coherence.  
 
 
QUALITY CONTROL 
Sentences            6  5  4  3  2  1 
Clarity, diction, structure, style 
 
Grammar            6  5  4  3  2  1 
Fragments, run‐ons, subject‐verb agreement, etc. 
 
Mechanics & Punctuation        6  5  4  3  2  1 
 
APA              6  5  4  3  2  1 
Document formatting, title page, references page, in‐text citations, etc.  
 
Narrative Notes: 
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